Second cancers after radiotherapy: any evidence for radiation-induced genomic instability?
Do second primary cancers in humans arise from radiation-induced somatic genomic instability after radiotherapy for the first malignancy? The amount of truly pertinent human information on this issue is sparse, leading to the conclusion that we cannot confirm or refute that instability induction by radiation is involved. However, the in vitro findings of radiation-induced genomic instability through bystander effects or increased mutation rates in cell progeny of apparently normal but irradiated cells are provocative and their transferability to human in vivo biology deserves further investigation. We describe possible animal and human studies to stimulate ideas, but the collaborative commitment of multiple large institutions to tumor tissue procurement and retrieval will be essential. In addition, detecting the temporal progression of genomic instability and identifying the salient genetic events as being radiation-induced will be pivotal. Execution of some of the studies suggested is not possible now, but applying next-generation methods could bring the concepts to fruition. As nearly one in 10 cancer diagnoses are second (or higher) malignancies, it is important to understand the contribution of radiotherapy to second cancer induction and pursue well-coordinated efforts to determine the role of induced genomic instability.